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FOLLOW US [Important] Drift Spirits shuts down With regret announcing the closure of Drift Spirits. Thank you all for your support and we hope you enjoyed the game. We will keep servers open until 05:00 UTC March 17, 2016, so please continue to enjoy Drift Spirits until the very end. All items can be used until the last day, so if you have any items or gold
in your account, use them before 05:00 UTC March 17, 2016. Also, as of today we disable the purchase of Golda.Za more information, please check the in-game announcements.*The exact weather service will no longer be available may vary depending on your region.----------A desirable in the world of Drift Spirits! Do you have what it takes to become the
fastest drift runner? Compete in 1-on-1 drift races and claim the title of fastest runner! Drift racing game with more than 5 million players in Japan is now available in English!! ◗Feel free to play drift racing games!◗Simple touchscreen controls allow everyone to enjoy the thrill of drifting!◗Grab your smartphone into a street course and take part in heated races,
anytime, anywhere!◗Screech through corners and blast down straightaways with the power of nitrous!◗Select from wide variety of popular car models of big name manufacturers!◗Enhance and upgrade parts, and install them to max out your car's power!◗Get extra colors and wings for your ride by combining and upgrading! Create the coolest car on the
road!◗Features BGM was created by the famous Yuzo Koshiro, composer for numerous games! Pump up the volume and boost your racing experience!■Main game modes◗StoryTake out a number of skilled runners in each area to reach and challenge a legendary runner named The Emperor!◗VersusGo head-to-head with other players! Take off your rivals
and earn your place as the fastest!◗Daily races (24Hour Special &amp; 48 Hour Special)Be winners in daily races to get coins and parts to power the ride!◗RankingClimb to the top with points from the leaderboard from the races! In addition, there are many more game modes and cars that come in future updates, so it comes alive for DRSP!! DRIFT SPIRITS
TM &amp; ©2013 BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc.Produced by BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. [DRIFT SPIRITS Official Site] Recommended OS version]Android 4.1 and up-----------------------------------Please be notified that the following devices are incompatible with our game; Micromax Bolt A069BLU Dash JR TV We regret to inform customers
who have these devices with them that you will no longer be able to play the game after our future update. We sincerely apologize to the players concerned.-----------------------------------[Disclaimer](1) Support is not responsible for playing on models or OS versions other than those recommended. (2) Gameplay can be unstable even on recommended models
on user terms and conditions. (3) (3) recommended versions of the OS, the latest version may not always be supported even if it is written Android XXX and above. [For the latest recommended models and other queries] For inquiries about this product] Bandai Namco Entertainment Official Site] or installing this application, Agreeing to THE TERMS OF
SERVICE AND PRIVACY POLICY BANDAI NAMCO: Privacy Policy: Note:This game contains some items available for in-app purchases that can improve gameplay and accelerate your progress. In-app purchases can be disabled in Google Play Store settings, for more details. On April 1st, 2015, our company changed its name from BANDAI NAMCO
Games Inc. at BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. Developer: BANDAI NAMCO Games Inc. Description Drift Spirits is a mobile racing car game where players can drive Japanese cars and drift anything they want. Players have a wide range of freedom to adapt to build their dream car. Players can also compete with other players online to win titles and
prizes. Upgrade your beloved car and become the best driver now! Overview(s) Article(s) Notes Tab Loading ... Drift Spirits Drift Spirits will be installed on your device. BANDAI NAMCO Games Inc. Download APK Select your device. In case your device has not had games installed for a long time, make sure you sign for QooApp with the same account,
update QooApp to the latest version, and make sure notification is turned on. The device has not been detected. Sign in to QooApp with the same account you use on your device and turn on Notification. Click here if you don't have QooApp. Drive carefully around Angry Birds star characters in the spectacular racing game on your Android Drive at top speed
through streets around the world The most fun 2D racing game you can find New fast fun racing game Get on your motorcycle and whizz at top speed through traffic To play the game you must first download the game from the App Store (Apple devices) or from Google Play (Android devices). However, because the game is locked in the region, users outside
Japan or North America will not be able to download the game in a regular way. Below is an explanation on how to download the game depending on your device: Content [pins] Android To download the game for Android you have three ways to do it: Download the game via Google Play or the App Store: Japanese version: Android | iOS International Version
has been shut down since March 2016. Links to English versions have been removed Download .apk and install in your device. and simpler, but you'll need to update it manually: You'll need to search for APK because many sites host older versions of the game. Get a third-party service to download the game for you. There are several applications for this
purpose. QooApp or Apkpure are best for accumulations and updates. Compatible Android versions: 5.0+ Has ultra wide screen support on some phones, results will vary! iOS To install the Japanese version of the game in Apple devices, follow this process. App store page. Compatible iOS versions: iOS 11+ iPad 4:3, 4:9, and iPhone X support. Android on
PC I recommend Bluestacks. Previously I recommended Nox for minimal lag in input, but now the game requires at least Android 5, while Nox Android 4. Nox still works if you already had a game before v5.0.0 believe. In April 2019 Bluestacks had a major optimization update. The game now runs at 100% without animation lapses or input backlogs. Slow
computers may have a different experience. Make sure you've always changed your settings so Bluestacks can use more hardware power. Small update: Nox now runs Android 5 and can play Drift Spirits, stability in the unknown. Simply download QooApp/ApkPure or download .apk versions of your choice and run it. Что делать в игре, я японский не
понимаю, скачать скачал, вроде понял как проходить а остальное (магазин, кастомизация и т. Д) вообще тёмный лес, помогите пожайлуста люди, возможно как-то перенести прогресс с одного устройства, на другой ? В настройках можно найти специальный(е) коды которые можно ввести при первом запуске игры это где, я в меню
особо не лазил Илья, Берёшь это выдвижное меню,дальше пиздуешь в самую нижнюю вкладку,там перебираешь все кнопки пока не вылезет вкладка с еще большим количеством кнопок,среди них ищешь ту где есть что то похожее на ID Как убрать музыку в игре? Хочу валить боком под фонк, а сток музыку не очень что это за красные
надписи ? Как скачать игру на айос? А что это за токен самый правый( с машиной в белой рамке) Увеличение места в дополнительном гараже Может натуре занаво начать киньте ссылку на джапан версию игры 246 Тут даже в оглавлении группы ссылка!!! И тут штук 5 по Куда еще????!!!!! Ох, помню эту игрулю, 2 года назад играл в
английскую версию, пока не закрыли. Такои сорарал, и RUF CTR ненл, и каррару проарал всса. Может заморочусь с японской версией... 147 Updated: April 22, 2018 Downloads: 182 Drift Spirits (com.namcobandaigames.driftspirits): Kimero! Fastest drift! ! Welcome to the world of drift spirits! To win a drift fight that takes place in a one-on-one, Ore
captures the fastest title!• Basic game without drift fighting game layout!• Easy touchscreen operation, everyone... Read more &gt; Download the app Download 45.43 MB Google Play user reviews • Average rating 3.86 out of 5 • Rating Users 45832 Download the number • Total downloads 182 • Current version Downloads 182 • File name: drift-spirits.apk
Now you can download the latest version of the APK file and install it. Also Drift Spirits is included in these game collections: • Hot racing games in Japan Drift Spirits Description: Kimero! Fastest drift! ! Welcome to the world of drift spirits! To victory in a drift fight that takes place in one-on-one, Ore captures the fastest title!• Basic game without drift fighting
game layout!• Easy touchscreen operation, everyone drifting with powerful enjoy! In the heat of anytime, anywhere battle! Your smartphone has been changed to pass! The corner is brilliant clearly in drift! In straight ey explodes nitro power!· Popular models of domestic and foreign car manufacturers have appeared a large number! Mounted in auto parts
synthetic and boosting for! Power to the strongest specifications!- color and wing can be selected car by class! Looks like a kimero to cool off! Battle BGM inflame euphoria newly written by that ancient Yuzo Mr.! Volume also lift!■ Main game modStory BattleTo defeat driver legends called emperor, the number of go-getter drivers who face each area to kick
Chirase!· VS BattleOther player data and one-on-one negligence fight! Sprinkle kick rivals, Take advantage of the fastest title!- day of the week battleto win battle that is prepared for every day of the week,Trying to get parts and coins that can improve the car!- Brands Battle that is prepared for each manufacturer,Automaker overlook!· Fastest order of
legendsAim for TOP in the overall ranking of points gained in the fight! In addition, plans such as new features and the addition of new models in the future version above! Rejo look forward to continuing to accelerate the evolution of Dorisupi! [Operating environment and other queries] �� Always use this application in an operating environment in the link
above. It should be noted that, even in the case of use in an operating environment, doue to the factors of your use and model of a particular customer, you may be an application not doing assets.© BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. Decide! Fastest drift!! Welcome to the world of Drift Spirits! Win one-on-one drift battles to win the fastest title! A basic
game of free drift fighting game has appeared! ◗ With easy screen touch operation, anyone can enjoy a powerful drift ride! An incandescent battle anytime, anywhere! Your smartphone is turning into a pass! The corner was brilliantly cleared with drift! Explode the nitro power into the straight! ◗ Many popular models of domestic and foreign car manufacturers
have appeared! - Composite and reinforced parts and mounted on the car! Power to the strongest specification! - Paint and wing can be selected by upgrading the car! Decide how cool it looks! The Bgm fueling the uplifting sense of battle is wought by this ancient Yuzo! Turn on the volume! ■ To defeat a legendary driver called the main game mode story
battle Car, kick off a number of great drivers standing in every area! VS Battle one-on-one Tieman battle with other player data! Kick away your rivals and get the fastest title! ◗ Battle by day of the week Win the battle prepared for every day of the week and get parts and coins that can strengthen your car! ◗ Battle by manufacturer Challenge battle prepared
for each manufacturer with a car manufacturer! ◗ Aim for the top with a cumulative score on the leaderboard earned in the fastest battle to order legends! In addition, we plan to add new features and new models in future version upgrades! Look forward to Drispi continuing to develop rapidly! 【Operating environment and other queries】
faq.channel.or.jp/contact/faq_list/1541※Please be sure to use this app in the work environment described above. In addition, even when used in an operating environment, the application cannot work properly due to customer terms of use and model-specific factors. ©BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment Inc. What's new in Drift Spirits 4.3.0 &gt; Ver.4.3.0
Various feature enhancements and other minor bug fixes                              
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